M2SYS Technology Innovative
Fingerprint Biometrics Solution Chosen
by Harms Software
Leading Spa and Salon Software Provider to Provide Integrated Fingerprint
Software
ATLANTA, Ga. (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — M2SYS Technology, an award-winning
fingerprint biometrics research and development firm, announced today that
Harms Software, a leading provider of management software to the spa and
salon industry, has agreed to begin providing M2SYS fingerprint readers and
software to their customers worldwide.

Harms Software has successfully integrated M2SYS’ BioPlugin(TM), an enterprise-ready fingerprint biometrics solution, in its
award-winning flagship product, Millennium(TM). Harms Software will begin
offering Bio-Plugin(TM) as a seamless component to their existing
application, instantly providing their customers with flawless employee
tracking/management and faster log-in and point-of-sale transactions that
result in minimal customer wait-time, and easier overall functionality.
“It was important for our clients to have a simple installation process
combined with the ability to share fingerprints across multiple computers,”
commented John Harms, President and CEO of Harms Software. “Our users have
been asking for an easy, reliable way to track which employees are booking
appointments and transactions, and a method to eliminate ‘buddy punching,’ or
one employee clocking-in for another. M2SYS provided a turnkey fingerprint
software solution that drastically simplified the integration process and
they offered the bulk pricing that we needed to make this new technology
affordable for our Millennium(TM) clients. The M2SYS fingerprint biometrics
solution will bring accountability and reliable logging to Millennium(TM)
customers.”
“Our goal at M2SYS is to offer our integrator partners the shortest and
simplest path to biometric software adoption,” stated Mizan Rahman, CEO and
Chief Scientist of M2SYS Technology. “Industry leaders like Harms Software
aren’t interested in allocating the significant development resources that
are typically required with a low level fingerprint SDK. Integrating BioPlugin(TM) will help Harms Software to rapidly bring a robust fingerprint

recognition system to the spa and salon industry.”
About M2SYS
M2SYS Technology, www.m2sys.com, is a recognized industry leader in
fingerprint identity management technology, delivering a wide range of
customized, fully functional, turn-key fingerprint software solutions for
businesses and consumers. M2SYS was awarded the prestigious Frost and
Sullivan Biometric Technology Innovation of the Year award in 2007.
About Harms Software
Harms Software, Inc., www.harms-software.com, is an industry leader in spa
and salon management software. Harms Software develops Millennium
Software(TM), a suite of products that is installed in hundreds of spa and
salon locations worldwide.
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